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In this paper we continue the study of the initial value problem 
a,u = -a.r(u2 + 20 a,~), u(O) = q3 in the spaces Y,,, = H”(R) n L:(R), where y > 0, 
s > t and L:(R) denotes the set of all complex valued measurable functions such 
that lifllz = JR (1 + x*Y If(x)1 * dx < co. Our main result is the proof of well-posed- 
ness of the aforementioned problem in Y2,>, y E [0, 11. The proof involves parabolic 
regularization, the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem and Kato’s theory of linear 
evolution equations of “hyperbolic” type. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the Cauchy problem for 
the Benjamin-On0 (BO) equation, 
atId= -d.(u2+2d$4 40) = 4 (1.1) 
is well posed in certain weighted Sobolev spaces. Here u = u(x, t), is real 
valued XER, t E [0, co), d,= B/at, a,= a/ax, and (T denotes the Hilbert 
transform, 
(o-f)(x) = pv; [, g dx’. (1.2) 
Before stating our main theorem, it is convenient o recall some previous 
results concerning the problem at hand. Using parabolic regularization 
(i.e., adding the parabolic term (p azu), solving for p > 0 and taking limits 
as p IO), we proved in [ 1 ] that existence and uniqueness hold, locally in 
time, in case 0 E H”(R), s > 2, where H’(R), r E R denotes the usual “rth L2 
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type” Sobolev space, i.e., the set of all termperate distributionsfsuch that 
their Fourier transforms p are measurable functions satisfying 
llfll: = j-R (1 + t2)’ If(t d5 < ~0. (1.3) 
It should be noted that the proof of Theorem (3.5) of [l] as it stands, 
holds only if s 2 2 due to a restriction in an estimate of Kato [2, Lem- 
ma AS] which was overlooked by the present author. This can be easily 
fixed however replacing L’(R) in the role played by H”+ ‘. In particular the 
index (s - 1) should be replaced by “0” in inequalities (3.20) and (3.24) of 
[l]. Next, using the conserved quantities of K. M. Case it is possible to 
establish global existence in H’(R), first for the regularized problem and 
then, taking the limit as p 10, for (1.1) itself (for details see [ 1, Sect. 4, 
Theorems (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3)]. Combining this with the estimate 
~,IIuII% <CSlIul12 [lull,’ which follows from [2, Lemma AS] one obtains 
global existence in H”(R), s > 2 and p > 0. Note that here C, depends only 
on S. The case p = 0 then follows from the limiting argument. It should be 
remarked that, as pointed out by J. Ginibre (private communication), 
inequality (4.25) of [l] cannot hold with a constant C,Y independent of E. 
He also suggests the way out of the difficulty along the lines just described. 
Note that norm compression is not needed. We have also proved global 
existence in the weighted space F2 = H’(R) n L:(R), where L;(R), PER 
denotes the set of all measurable functions ,f: R -+ C such that, 
(1.4) 
More generally let Pr= H’(R) n L:(R). Then it can also be shown there 
exists a solution of (1.1) in 4 if and only if $(O) = 0, and in this case it is 
global in time and of course unique. Heref denotes the Fourier transform 
of fe L2(R), i.e., 
%= l.i.m.(2n)-‘I* 
.r 
f(.x) e -is-X dx. (1.5) 
R 
Finally a combination of the nonsmoothness of the symbol of the Hilbert 
transform and the nonlinearity u H d,u2 shows that if UE C( [0, r]; Ed), 
T> 0, is a solution then it must be identically zero. 
We are now in position to state our main result. In order to do this 
consider the Hilbert space 
Y,,, = N”(R) n L;,(R), PER, YE [0, l] (1.6) 
Ilfll :,, = llfll s + llfll t;;. fE Y.LY (1.7) 
o;,(x) = (1 + x2)‘. (1.8) 
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Then we have 
THEOREM (1.1). Let 4 E Yz,?, y E [0, 11. Then there exists a unique 
ueC([O, co), Yz,?) such that a,u~C([0, co), L*(R)), and (1.1) is satisfied. 
Moreover, 
o;(x) a,u~c(CO, 03); L*(R)), lb;. ~Y4l0.0~ C(Y)ll42,;. (1.9) 
and the map 4 H u is continuous in the sense that if 4,, + I$ in Y,., and u,, 
are the corresponding solutions then 
lim sup Ilu,,(t)--u(t)l12,;,=0 
n - = [O. T, 
(1.10) 
for all fixed TE [0, co ). 
It should be noted that the solitons associated with the equation belong 
to H*(R) but not to Y,,, = H*(R)n L:(R) (for their explicit form see [l, 
Introduction and ref. therein]. However, they do belong to Y2,? with y < 5. 
This observation makes Theorem (1.1) a rather pleasing result. 
Before turning to the proof of Theorem (1.1) we make a remark about 
the existing literature. After the publication of [ 1 ] Professor J. C. Saut has 
kindly informed us of the existence of references [S, 91, both of which we 
were not aware of at the time. In [S] the existence of weak solutions is 
established (the conserved quantities of K. M. Case were not available 
then), while [9], where parabolic regularization is used (with (-pa”,) 
instead of p a’,) has a considerable intersection with [I] as far as the 
smoothness of the solutions is concerned. The asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions for large (xl is not considered, however. Finally, one should also 
mention Refs. [ 10, 1 l] where, among other things, various extension and 
generalizations of certain results contained in [ 1, 2, 8, 91 are presented. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces we denote the set of all bounded operators 
from X to Y by B(X, Y). If X= Y we write simply B(X) instead of B(X, X). 
As usual [A, B] will indicate the commutator of two linear operators (not 
necessarily continuous). Symbols like C, C(y), K,, and so on will represent 
various numerical constants, the precise values of which present no interest. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) 
Since the proof is rather long and very technical we will split it in a series 
of propositions, the first of which is the following lemma. 
LEMMA (2.1). Let AE [0, co), YE [0, 11, p>O, and Q,= -(p-20)3:. 
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Then E,(t) = exp( - tQAl) E B( Y,,,, Y,,+ ;,,,) for all t >O, ~30 and satisfies 
the estimate 
IIEp(t) Plls+>,y dG(t; ~3 A Y) II~lls,y (2.1) 
for all cp E YA,?, where G(t; p, 1, y) is locally integrable with respect to t. 
Moreover the map t E (0, co) ++ E,,(t) cp is continuous with respect to the 
t”PologY Sf ys + Lg. 
Proof: Due to [l, Theorem (2.1)], where the lemma is established in 
the case of Y,,, = H”(R), s E R, it is enough to examine E,(t) as an operator 
from YS,? into Y,,, = L$. If y =0 we obtain YO,O= L’(R) so that 
llE,(f) cpllo,od lIcpllo.o~ Next, if y = 1 and cp E Y,y,, = H”(R) n L:(R) we have 
(N$,(t)cp)/‘ =J’,(k)U -a:)~-(a~F,(t,.))~-2(d,F,(t,.))a~ 0, 
(2.2) 
where F,(t, 5) = exp( - t(p - 2ih(t)) 4”). The result then follows by com- 
bining (2.2) with the formulas 
{ 
8, F(t, 5) = -2W - 2ih(5)) F,(t, 5) 
a:F(t, 5)= -2@-2ih(O)F,,(t, 5)+ (-2t412 (p-2ih(5))2f’p(t, 5) 
(2.3) 
and the estimate 
0 < cxj,(t) = t2’ exp( -ptt*) 6 j”‘eC’(pt)-‘. (2.4) 
The statement in the lemma is now an easy consequence of the 
Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem. 1 
We are now in position to establish local existence for the regularized 
problem (2.7) in YS,?, s> $, YE [0, l] and p >O. Let T be a positive 
number and consider the set 
J’,,,,(T) = (fe C(CO, Tl; Y,,,) I IIf - e-‘QWs,y 
d /Mls,i’> tE CO, Tl$, (2.5) 
which becomes a complete metric space when provided with the distance 
obtained from the sup norm. Note that if feX,,,(T), then a,f’= 
2fa,f~ C( [0, T]; Y, _ i,?), since H”+‘(R) is a Banach algebra and d,f(t) is 
bounded for each fixed TV [0, T]. With these remarks in mind it is not 
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defines a contraction in X,..,(T). In view of the uniqueness and regularity 
results established in [ 1, Sect. 33 we have, 
COROLLARY (2.2). Let 4 E Ys,y, s > i, y E [0, 11, p > 0. 
a T>O and a unique USE C([O, T]; Y,y,,) such that 
H”- *(R)) satisfies 
Then there exists 
a, up E C( CO, Tl; 
I=4 (2.7) a,up= -~aa,u,-a,(u:+2aa.U,), u,(O 
Moreover up E C((0, T]; Y,,,) for all r E R. 
Let p > 0 be fixed. From now on, unless otherwise specified, we write 
u = u@ in order to simplify the notation. The next step is to establish global 
existence in Y2,?, y E [IO, 11. This has already been done in [l] in the cases 
y = 0 and y = 1 (the result for y = 1 will be re-obtained below from a 
slightly different point of view). In order to obtain global estimates for the 
Y2,? norm of the solution it is enough to study what happens in Y,,, since 
the H2 result was proved in [ 1, Theorem 4.21 (note that the coefficient of 
(82 u)’ in [l. Eq. (1.8)] is (-5) which in turn implies that a6(u(f)) is 
preceeded by a plus sign in (4.10)). Now, at least formally, we have 
a, Ilu(t ;,, = 2(u I a, ul0.y = 2(u I P a: u - a,tu* + 20 a, u))o,;~. (2.8) 
In order to make sense of this formula we must show that 8, u still belongs 
to L&(R). As can be seen from what follows, the estimates needed for this 
are also enough to extend the solution to the whole half-line [0, co). 
LEMMA (2.3). Let UE C( [0, T]; Y,,,) be the solution obtained in 
Corollary (2.2). Then coy 8, u* E C( [O, T]; L*(R)) and 
IIU, a, ~211,,,6211~, uh5 ~b~uiio,62m P; iw) II~~UII~,~ (2.9) 
for all tE [0, T], where F: [O, ~0)~ + [0, co) is a continuous function, 
monotone nondecreasing in its third argument and such that llu(t)l12,0d 
F(t, P; hI12)for ~11 te CO, a). 
Proof: This result follows by combining the formula w, a, u* = 
2w,u a, u with the fact that UE C( [O, T]; Y,,) and [ 1, Theorem (4.2)], 
where the existence of such an F is established. 1 
LEMMA (2.4). Let f~ Y2,?. Then g = x( 1 +x2)7-’ d, f E L*(R) and, 
II-41 +x2)Y~1a.,fllo,odC(y) Il.fl12,y> (2.10) 
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where C(y) > 0 is a constant depending only on y. The same results are true 
if x( 1 + x2)‘- ’ is replaced by al,(x). 
Proof: A simple limiting argument shows that it is enough to prove 
(2.10) forfeY( (the Schwartz space). Assume therefore that this is the 
case and integrate by parts to obtain 
where 
11x(1 $X2)TP f3rfll;,0= - i I,, (2.11) 
,=i 
1,=2 (l+~~)‘f(x)[x(l+x*)~-2]drfdx I R 
(2.12) 





It is easy to verify that the expression inside the square brackets in all 
three integrals are bounded functions of x. The lemma follows from this 
remark and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 1 
LEMMA (2.5). Let u he as in Lemma (2.3). Then wy 8: UE C( [0, T]; 
L2(R)) and 




the first statement follows if it can be shown that 82, E,(t) maps Y,,, into 
Y,,, with a bound that is locally integrable with respect to t. This can be 
verified directly, using the Fourier transform, in the cases y = 0 and y = 1. 
For general y the result follows from the Riesz-Thorin interpolation 
theorem. Next note that 
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Since 
[w,, a’,] zf = - (a’, WY) 24 - 2(k f+,m.Y u), (2.18) 
inequality (2.15) follows from (2.17), Lemma (2.4) and the fact that 
(8: 07) is bounded. 1 
We have now estimated all the terms on the RHS of (2.8) with the 
exception of 4(u ( c-r 8: u),,~. Note that 
= (CopI [co;,, Ga’,] u)o,o+ (o;,uI~a~w,u)~,~ 
= (qu I cw,, 0 a’,1 U)O,” (2.19) 
at least formally, where we have integrated by parts once and used the 
antisymmetry of cr in order to eliminate the term not containing the 
commutator. In order to justify (2.19) we must show that [w;,, 0 a’,] E 
B( Y2.y, L2(R)). But this is in fact true. We have, 
LEMMA (2.6). Let f E Yz,?. Then [o, 0 c3f.l f~ L*(R) and 
II b,, 0 a’,1 fllo,ll G C(Y) ll.fll2,;~~ 
where C(y) > 0 depends only on y. 
(2.20) 
ProoJ First we observe that it is enough to prove (2.20) in case 
fey(R) (the Schwartz space). Now 
cw,, od’,lf= cq, 01 qf-o’,> qlf (2.21) 
so it suffices to establish (2.20) with [o,, cr a’,] f replaced by ~[a:, oj,] f 
and [w,, o] a:J: The result then follows for the first of these functions 
combining the formula, 
CJpz,, 0.J f= a(w.yf+ 206 8.J) (2.22) 
with Lemma (2.4) and the facts that U$E L”(R) and acB(L2(R)). In 
order to handle [o,, cr] azf we integrate by parts once to obtain 
In view of Lemma (2.4) the first term on the RHS of (2.23) satisfies 
Ild$ ~,f)llo.o = 11~~~ ~xfllo,o < C(y) Ilfl12,y, so it remains to bound the 
second. Since oi, is bounded if and only if y E [0, i], Calderon’s theorem on 
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the first commutator, as generalized by Coifman, McIntosh, and Meyer in 
[3], (see also [4, Chap. 7]), applies and the result follows in the above 
mentioned range of y’s However, since such an application is unworthy of 
this deep and highly technical result, we present an elementary proof, 
which in the case of y E [0, $1, was suggested by J. Hounie [ 121. Integrate 
by parts once more to obtain 
b,> 01 w= -PV i JR &A Y) g(Y) & (2.24) 
k(x, y) = 2(%(X) - QY)) - q.J#x - Y) - +;(Y)(x - VI2 
(x-y)3 (1 +y2)Y 
> (2.25) 
where g(y) = (1 + Y*)~ f(y) E L2(R). Thus it is enough to show that integral 
operator with kernel k(x, y) is bounded in L*(R). If y E (5, l] it is not 
difficult to verify that k(x, y) is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel so it remains to 
treat the case y E [0, 41. First (2.25) can be rewritten in the form 
k(x,y)=(l+y’)-q; o”‘(tx + (1 - t) y)( 1 - t)’ dt (2.26) 
which implies kE L”(R2). Let U(X) be the characteristic function of 
[ - 1, l] and p(x) = 1 - CY(X). Write k = k, + k, and k, = a + b + d, where 
f k,(x, Y)=W> Y)~x- Y) 
i 
44 Y) = 2 
b(x, y)= -2f5+or(y) 
d(x, y) = - b(:y) w”(~). 
X-Y 
(2.27) 
Denote by K,, A, B, and D the corresponding integral operators. Since 
k(x, y) and u;(x) are bounded and my is Lipchitz we obtain Ik,(x, y)( < 
Cldx-YY)I CWx-y)l, 14x, y)l <C&-Y) Ix-ylm2, and IW, y)l G 
Cp(x- y) Ix- yl -2, where C> 0 is a constant. Now, U(X) and p(x) xe2 
both belong to L’(R) so that K,, A, BcB(L2(R)). Finally, D is the com- 
position of multiplication by 0; E L”(R) with the convolution product by 
8(x) = p(x) x-l. But the Fourier transform of 0(x) given by 
&t)=i (2.28) 
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is a bounded function and therefore DEB(L~(R)). This completes the 
proof. 1 
COROLLARY (2.7). Let I$E Y2.?, y E [0, 11. Then for allfixed pa0 there 
exists a unique u,, E C( [0, a); Y2,T) such that both i3, ukI and o;, d, up belong 
to C( [O, XI)), L’(R)) and (2.7) is satisfied. 
ProoJ: Uniqueness is of course trivial in view of the H2(R) theory (see 
Cl]). If /J > 0, global existence follows from Lemmas (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6) 
combined with Gronwall’s inequality. Existence in the case p = 0 can then 
be proved by the standard limiting argument (see [ 1, Theorem (3.5)] and 
the remark following Eq. (1.3) of the introduction). The statement about 
wl, a., u is an easy consequence of Lemma (2.4). 1 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem (1.1) it remains to establish the 
continuity of the map 4~ Y,,, F+ UE C( [0, co), Y,.,). Let p 30 be fixed, 
4, ti E Y,,, and denote by u and v the unique global solutions of p-B0 in 
C( [O, co); Y2,;,) such that u(O) = 4 and u(0) = I/?. Then o = u - u satisfies the 
linear Cauchy problem 
a, w = p a; o - 2ff a; 0 - (a.,(u + v)) 0 - (U + V) a., w 
o(0) = q5 - *. 
(2.29) 
It is therefore natural to consider the problem 





aE C(CO, Tl, Yz,yL 6~ C([O, Tl, H’(R)) 
ojh E C( [0, T]; L’(R)). 
(2.31) 
We will show that (2.30) is well posed by verifying the assumptions of 
[S, Theorems I and IV]. In particular it follows that 
SUP ll~(t)ll2., d cll&d2,~, 
ro, 7‘1 
(2.32) 
where C > 0 is a nondecreasing function of the L” norms of the functions 
tE CO, Tl H lla(t)l12,~, 116(t)ll,,o, (I~:/a,6/1,,. In the case of (2.27) this 
means that C is an increasing function of ~upt,,~, Ilu(h)ll and 
SU~~,,~, Ilu(t)ll, In view of [l, Theorem (4.2)] and the estimates leading 
4091157’2-19 
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to Corollary (2.7), C can be replaced by a constant c depending only on 
Il~l12,y and /I yl12,ii. 
It follows that the map 4 H u is locally Lipchitzian with respect to the 
topologies under consideration. This implies the continuous dependence 
stated in Theorem (1.1). We turn therefore to the proof of (2.30). 
First, a proof similar to that of [6, Lemma (2.2)] shows that 
LEMMA (2.8). Let n(x), x E R be a real-valued non-negative function such 
that a: n E L”(R). Then the norms 
II~II;= im,,+ liw2,+wil~,o 
I llfll Ii= llfll;,o+ II%-II&d- lIallE&i 
m2= Ii(-a:+wii& 
(2.33) 
are equivalent in C:(R) (the C” functions with compact support). In 
particular the completions of C,“(R) with respect o them coincide. 
Take q(x) = (1 +x2)’ = w,(x) and let Y,, denote the completion of 
C,“(R) with respect to any of the three norms introduced above. Since 
Y,,, = D(H,) n D(o,) = H2(R) n Liy (where H, is the unique self-adjoint 
realization of (--a’,) in L’(R) and oy is to be interpreted as the maximal 
operator of multiplication by w,(x) in L2(R)) it follows at once that 
Y2,>, G Y,. Conversely, Y, c Y2,? because H’(R) and L&(R) are the 
completions of C,“(R) with respect to the H2 norm and the L:,? norm, 
respectively. Thus Y, = Y,$,, y E [0, 11. Define S,(t), t E [0, T], to be the 
operator given by 
N,(t)) = y2,, 
S,(t)f=Hof+o,f+ob(t)f+~oHof, 
(2.34) 
where the derivatives are computed in the sense of distribution theory. 
LEMMA (2.9). For each fixed t E [0, T] there exists a constant K(t) such 
that S,(t) = S”?(t) + K(t) is an isomorphism from Y,,, onto L2(R). 
Proof As is well known [ 13, Theorem X.291 S,,O = H, + o, is self- 
adjoint with domain Y,,,. Moreover S,,, 3 1. In particular S,,, generates a
contraction semigroup or, in the notation of [7], S,,, E%( l,O). Since 
Mt)EW2(R)) for all tE CO, Tl and IIob(t)ll ~~uP~~,.~ Ilb(tNo,o=B C7, 
Chap.IXTheorem(2.2.1)] shows that S,(t)=S,,,+ab(t)~Y(l, Ilob(t)ll)c 
%( 1, /I), with fi as above. 1 
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Let Q,, a,(t) and A,(t), t E [0, T] be defined by the formulas 
! 
WQ,, = ~(~,(t)) = H’(R) 
Q,f = - (P - 20) %f 
‘&wr= -a(t) %f-4t)f 
(2.35) 
A,,(f)f= Q,f+ &#).f: 
LEMMA (2.10). The family CE [0, T] HAJ~) is uniformly quasi-m- 
accretive. 
Proof: According to the results and remarks of [7, Chap. V, Sect. 3.101 
it is enough to show that there exists a real number E such that 
(A,(r)fjf),,,> -c~/lfl/&, for all fE Y,,, and that (A,(t) + 1”) is onto for 
all i > CC In order to prove the first statement we integrate by parts to 
obtain 
(A,(t) f1f)o.o = Pll~,.fll;,o + 4 J 
R 
3 -(2-‘Il42,,,, + ll~llI,O,~) lIfIl0.o~ (2.36) 
where II(PII~,~,~ =suP[o,rl lIcpull,.,. Next, it is easy to verify that 
A”,(t)f= -u(t) a,f -b(t) is Q, bounded with bound equal to zero. In fact 
a simple calculation involving the Fourier transform shows that 
II~,~~~~Q,+~~~-‘ll~~~-‘ll~ll2,0,,+ll~ll,,o,cc.~~~’ (2.37) 
for all A> 0. It follows that there exists a 3., > 0 such that 
Ila,,(t)(Qj, + A)-‘l/ < 1 for all i > 1,. Then the formula 
(A,,(t) + I.)= (1 + A”,O)(Q, + A) -%Q,, + 1.1 (2.38) 
shows that (A,(t) + 2) is onto L2(R) for all jW > 1,. Take CI to be the maxi- 
mum of J-, and (2~‘I142,0,, + Il~ll 1.0,33). This completes the proof. 1 
Lemma 2.10 shows in particular that t E [0, T] H A,(t) is a stable family 
of generations in the sense of [S]. In order to apply Kato’s results it 
remains to show 
LEMMA (2.11). Let y E [0, 11, p > 0 and t E [0, T] be fixed. Then 
s,(t) A,,(t) q.(t)- ‘v = A,(t) cp + B,,(t) cp (2.39) 
for all cp E Y2,,, E D(A,(t)), where 
B,,(t) = C&(t), A,,(f)1 &W’ E W2W) (2.40) 
is strongly continuous with respect to the topology of L'(R). 
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Prooj Let cp E L’(R) and Y = S,(t) ~’ cp. Then a simple computation 
shows that 
L-f&(t), A,,(f)1 y 
=/.@;>,a’,1 ~-2Co,dJd2,1 ~+clC~~‘,,4wxl y 
+ 2[a(t) a,, aZ.1 y--(t)Cq’, a,1 ‘y- C4th aa,1 y 
- la, b] by + p[o, b] a; Y- 2a[b, ok a: Y. (2.41) 
It is easy to check that all terms in (2.36) have the desired properties (after 
a suitable limiting argument) except 
= da: 4 a, Y+ 2(a, 4 a: YI + PLCO, ale w (2.42) 
since it contains 8, Y and the elements of Y,,, have only two derivatives 
in L2(R). Integrating by parts we obtain, 
and the result follows immediately from the assumptions on a( ., t) and 
Calderon’s theorem on the first commutator [3,4]. The use of this result 
can again by avoided and therefore we present an alternative argument. 
Taking the Fourier transform of (2.43) we conclude at once that it is 
enough to study O’?= hri * 4 Y - ci * (hq @), where q denotes the operator 
of multiplications by ~(5) = t3. But then 
wm) = jR (h(5) - Ntl)) G(C -VI r3@(rl) 4 
= (0, m3 + (@2 @m), 
(2.44) 
where 
(0, m3 = JR (h(5) -h(r)) 544 -r) r12ri’(rl) h (2.46) 
and in order to simplify the notation we are writing a instead of a(t). Since 
a E C( [0, T]; H2(R)) it follows easily that 
I/@, ~llo.0 d Cll42,, II YlI2,, (2.47) 
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so it remains to bound 0, p. Note that 
f 0, if <>O, r]>O 
h(O-h(rl)= -2 
i 
2, if {>O, g<O 
0: 
if <CO, q>O 
if <CO, y<O 
(2.48) 
so O,@ can be written as 
Now, if t>O then <<t--q for all yd0 so that 
while if l< 0, then [ -q < r for all u] 2 0 so that 
(2.51) 
Since Q(5) E L’(R, &) and qzp~ L’(R) Young’s theorem on the convolu- 
tion (see [ 13, Sect. 1X.4, Example 11) implies (2.47) holds with 0, replaced 
by 0,. Continuity with respect to t E [0, T] follows from similar 
arguments. This concludes the proof. 1 
Lemmas (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) together with [S, Theorems I and IV] 
imply that problem (2.28) is well posed. In particular 
llQwll2,, G woll2.;~~ (2.52) 
where C>O is a constant depending on y, T, sup(la(t)ll, and supllb(t)(l,, 
the sup being taken over [0, T]. This in turn implies that the solution 
of (1.1) depends continuously on the initial data and the proof of 
Theorem (1.1) is complete. 1 
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